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(including painters, sculptors, poets,
dancers, composers) ; second, the train-
ing (or, rather, indoctrination) of public-
TV technicians, given intensive month-
long "internships" at the center, and,
third, the production of video tapes for
possible distribution . As of now, ac-
cording to Kaufman, NCET has about
80 hours of more or less finished tape
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sistcnt g2p between their vision of tele-
vi,ion's potential as a formal and ex-
pres .,o e medium and the deadhead level
of tts actual performance, a gap they
have been powerless to affect. That is,
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The sudden availability of cheap

video-tape equipment and the dizzying
prospects of a "cassette revolution" and
universal cable television in the not-
ton-d:stant future are at last presenting
the visionaries with thQ chance to prove
their point, and tlv; general revolution
in TV-if suFl%it will be-is under way.
Already-talented individuals and groups
both public and private around the coun-
try ha-,?e begun tinkering with the medi-
um' in ways that might horrify a pro-

station manager, but that any
artist would immediately recognize as
the essential groundwork of creation .
Perhaps the most ambitious and-at the
age of three--among the most venerable
of the group projects is the National
Center-for Experiments in Television, a
semi-autonomous outfit loosely connect-
ed with educational station KQED in
San Francisco and mainly funded
through the umbrella organization of
American educational TV, the Corpora-
tion for Public Broadcasting.

NCET is a heady, evangelical, deter-
minedly,a terprise, commit-
ted at once to uninhibited exploratory
gameplaying with studio equipment and
to lofty theorizing about media and

_-society

	

a sort of_electronic Bauhaus .
Its central notion seems to be that, up
until now, TV has been conceived not
as a medium in itself brut as a conduit
for other arts, crafts and media, in-
cluding journalism, radio, film and thea-
ter. The aim is thus to discover what
capacities, aside from the simultaneous
transmission of images and sound, are
unique to television, then to exploit
these capacities to the full .

To this end, everyone connected with
the project is urged to do as he likes
with any of its facilities, on the theory
that the whims and fancies of stimu-
lated people are more likely to get
interesting results than all the applied
knbW-how of bureaucratized specialists .
Meanv4iile, a kind of think-tank atmos-
phere is also . encouraged, a floating
seminar in the social, political and philo-
sophical ramifications of TV . Among
their other assignments, interning tech-
nicians are expected to study relevant
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Ided surface of mirnared acetate played
on by shifting lights yields a kaleido-
scope of ephemeral forty and colors,
and "feedback," which involves point-
ing cameras directly into their own non-'
itors and produces an incredible variety
of effects .
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t project is "direct
video," as camera-less method being pio-
neered by a E2-year-old electronics whiz
named Stephen Beck which enables an
intricate, seemingly limitless instant ab-
stract animation. "Point of inflection,"
a hypnotically beautiful - direct video
collaboration between Beck and elec-
trorte-- eompow Ri& erd- Fekiano, is
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Sam Falk

at the National Center for Experiments irfTelevision in - San Francisco
be a Picasso of the television tube?
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But the spunk and intelligence so far

shown by this nervy little program.
which is even now seeking funds to
create a network of similar workshops
throughout the country (one is already
established at Southern Methodist Uni-
versity in ]Dallas), bodes well for the
future of independent television, whigp
.may -be expected to really boom %O-en
all the requisite "software" is on sate
at reasonable prices and cassette dis-
tribution is a fact. Meanwhile, we
probably be seeing some second-hand
fruits of NCEZ'a elevated research be-
fore long in any number of TV ca:±-
mercials---mod agencies being tp date,
aias, the c:+aatlve consdence of network
television.
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